Measurement of carbon-proton dipolar couplings in liquid crystals using DAPT.
Dipolar couplings provide valuable information on order and dynamics in liquid crystals. For measuring heteronuclear dipolar couplings in oriented systems, a new separated local field experiment is presented here. The method is based on the dipolar assisted polarization transfer (DAPT) pulse sequence proposed recently (Chem. Phys. Lett. 2007, 439, 407) for transfer of polarization between two spins I and S. DAPT utilizes the evolution of magnetization of the I and S spins under two blocks of phase shifted BLEW-12 pulses on the I spin separated by a 90 degree pulse on the S spin. Compared to the rotating frame techniques based on Hartmann-Hahn match, this approach is easy to implement and is independent of any matching conditions. DAPT can be utilized either as a proton encoded local field (PELF) technique or as a separated local field (SLF) technique, which means that the heteronuclear dipolar coupling can be obtained by following either the evolution of the abundant spin like proton (PELF) or that of the rare spin such as carbon (SLF). We have demonstrated the use of DAPT both as a PELF and as a SLF technique on an oriented liquid crystalline sample at room temperature and also have compared its performance with PISEMA. We have also incorporated modifications to the original DAPT pulse sequence for (i) improving its sensitivity and (ii) removing carrier offset dependence.